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The eleven o'clock circle was held at eleven o'clock with eighteen participants jabbering on their pc's. 
Penguin didn't know how to turn his camera on until El Rave told him to click the button labelled 
“Camera” and quickly told him to turn it off again. 

 

Klinger eventually set us off on the run and what a glorious sunny day it was too. Hardly a cloud in the 
sky. The air was clear because hardly any vehicles were moving and it was lovely and quiet, just the 
sound of the birds singing in the trees.  

 

The trail was laid in Easter eggs and it was glorious (the Hares' words), full of shiggy. Unfortunately 
due to the good weather the shiggy had dried up. All the checkpoints were clear to find and the pack 
went around in good time getting back for the circle at one o'clock. 

 

The circle comprised the following Hashers: Bastaard, Phealthy Phrog, U Bend, Shamcock, DT, It'll 
Come Off, Earl of Pamisford,  El Rave & Paparazzi, Beerstop, Big Swinger, Toed and Computer, 
Smeg Head with headphones, Klingon, Debbonaire, Fannyrat, Cinnamon Bair and Forrest Dump, 
Checkpoint, While You're Down There, Jetstream and Unmentionable, Claire Fraser, Kermit, CIA, 
Horny and Mrs Horny, McJeckyll/MckHyde, Wrong Way, Generator, Mother Tucker, Bear, Klingon, 
Penguin,  

 

CIA was calling at 7am from where he was in the States. Horny was still running while we were 
drinking online. While You're Down There thought she had a man in her bedroom this morning, but it 
was only Bedsores letting her know she was still connected from the 11 o'clock meeting. Good job the 
video had switched off. Pheelthy Phrog has been tied to the chair by his wife so all he could do is 
drink. So out came the Glen Morangie and the argument about how it is pronounced ensued. 

 

A few songs were sung, down downs completed and we all talked at the same time so nobody knew 
 


